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Launch of the World Cancer Report learning platform
WORLD CANCER REPORT WEBINAR SERIES

World Cancer Report live event
In line with its mission to support the Global Strategy to
Accelerate the Elimination of Cervical Cancer, by the World
Health Organization and partners, IARC is broadcasting the
first webinar of the World Cancer Report Webinar Series
on human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination. This webinar will
describe the impact of HPV vaccination in Australia, which
implemented one of the earliest and most successful
vaccination programmes. This will be followed by an up-todate overview of global progress in the implementation of
HPV vaccination, with a focus on challenges in low- and
middle-income countries. Limited spaces are available to
attend the webinar live and interact with the experts. Register
now!

READ MORE & REGISTER

HPV Vaccination

Obesity and Cancer

Social Inequalities

Thursday 19 November
10:00 CET

Monday 14 December
16:00 CET

January 2021
to be announced

Don't miss the Webinar Series featuring World Cancer Report highlights.
Register to attend online discussions with experts, showcasing evidence
from all ﬁelds of cancer research.
VISIT THE LEARNING PLATFORM

WORLD CANCER REPORT UPDATES LEARNING PLATFORM

World Cancer Report Updates
With the support of the European Society for Medical
Oncology (ESMO), IARC is launching the World Cancer
Report Updates learning platform. Inspired by the World
Cancer Report Highlights, the platform will progressively
develop as a living resource providing engaging and thoughtprovoking content on the latest developments in cancer
research. This online platform dedicated to cancer research
for cancer prevention is freely accessible to all.
A Webinar Series will complement the large variety of
educational resources based on selected content of World
Cancer Report.
Register now in a few clicks through the IARC Learning
portal and stay informed about the development of these
new World Cancer Report Updates and many more
resources!
VISIT & JOIN

Cancer research for cancer prevention
World Cancer Report: Cancer Research for Cancer
Prevention is a multidisciplinary publication, with leading
international scientists as authors and reviewers. It has more
than 60 chapters, which describe multiple aspects of cancer
prevention and the research that underpins prevention,
focusing on research activity during the past 5 years.
The publication provides wide-ranging insights into cancer
prevention based on the known causes of cancer, factors that
determine how cancer develops, and the behaviour of
different tumour types, and presents a broad scope of
interventions to reduce the cancer burden from a global
perspective, including addressing inequalities that affect
cancer prevention.
READ MORE
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